FREE Spells

** The spells found herein are not endorsed by Michelle Hoffmann. They are simply a small example of what is widely available on the internet.
WHITE MAGIC SPELLS

Protection Magic Spells, Healing Magic Spells,
Blessing Magic Spells, Uncrossing Magic Spells,
Jinx-Breaking Magic Spells, Hex-Breaking Magic Spells,
Curse Removal Magick Spells

White Magic spells are used to protect, bless, heal, and help yourself or those you care for. They can bless new ventures, help the mind and body, shield people and places from curses and hexes, turn back evil magic spells, reverse bad conditions, break jinxes, and help good dreams and wishes come true. White magic spells are all intended to be positive, uplifting, and gentle; they are never coercive.
Hoodoo Rootwork Magic Spells for Blessing, Cleansing, and Healing

- Religious Prayers and Magic Spells for Blessing from Christian, Hindu, and Santeria Sources

- Blessing Spells and Prayers from various Magical traditions

- Magic Spells and Prayers for Friendship and Kindness

- Wish-Granting Magic Spells

- Magic Spells to End Nightmares and Bring Good Dreams

- Health, Energy, and Weight Loss Magic Spells

- Magic Spells for Protection from various traditions

- Protective and Curative Magic Spells and Amulets Against the Evil Eye

- Fiery Wall of Protection Hoodoo Rootwork Magic Spells

- Hoodoo Rootwork Magic Spells using Four Thieves Vinegar for Protection

- Hoodoo Rootwork Magic Spells, Religious Prayers, and Talismans for Safe Travel
• **Protective Magic Spells Using Black Hens, Eggs, and Chicken Feathers Against Evil Witchcraft**

• **Folk Magic Charms and Spells for Protection and Repelling Evil**

• **Protective and Curative Magic Spells Employing Salt**

• **Uncrossing and Jinx-Breaking Hoodoo Rootwork Magic Spells**
GREEN MAGIC SPELLS

Money Magick, Monetary Spells, Prosperity Spells, Good Luck Spells, Gambling Magic Spells, Wealth Spells

Green Magic spells are used to bring in cash, draw in money, receive a job offer or promotion, bring back money owed, magnify gambling wins, enhance good luck, attract business partners and customers, or increase prosperity. Green magic spells can be gentle or strong, suggestive or coercive; what makes them all green magic spells is that they have something to do with money, gambling, business success, or wealth.

- Folk Magic Money Spells and Money Drawing Good Luck Charms

- Money Drawing Magick Spells from Various Traditions

- Gamblers' Lucky Money Magic Spells and Lucky Money Charms

- Honey Jar Spells to Make a Loan Officer Favour Your Case
Magic Spells using High John the Conquer to Draw Money and Luck

Magic Spells using Lodestones to Draw Money

Magic Spells using Magnetic Sand to Draw Money

Magic Spells using Money Drawing Oil or Powder to Increase Income

Magic Spells using Crown of Success Oil or Powder to Promote Your Career

Magic Spells using Attraction Oil or Powder to Draw in Customers and Attract Money

Job-Getting Magic Spells

Magic Spells for Compelling a Borrower to Return Money

Magic Spells for the Return of Money Owed
**PURPLE MAGIC SPELLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power-Gaining</th>
<th>Magick Spells, Wizardry,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Court Case</td>
<td>Tricks, Pact-Making, Soul-Selling,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invocatory</td>
<td>Magick, Controlling Magic Spells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Purple Magic spells are used to bring in personal success, draw in allies, receive a favourable verdict in court, magnify rulership, force others to behave as desired, enhance control, attract helpful spirits or demons, or increase will power. Purple magic spells can be gentle or strong, suggestive or coercive; what makes them all purple magic spells is that they have something to do with controlling, commanding, compelling, or bending others to one's will.

- **Summoning the Devil at the Crossroads**
- **Powerful Magick Spells for Making Pacts with Demons, Angels, and Spirits**
- **Spiritual Magic Spells for Contacting the Dead**
- **Folk Magic Court Case Magic Spells**
- **Spells for Court Cases and Other Legal Matters**
- **The Honey Jar Magic Spell for Sweetening a Judge or Jury to You in a Court Case**
- **Magic Spells for Personal Success and Mastery**
- **Commanding Magic Spells to Rule, Control, Have Your Way, and Get Respect**
- **Compelling Magic Spells to Force People to Make Good on Their Promises to You**
- **Magic Spells for Invisibility and Magical Immunity**
- **The alt.magick Reference File of Demon- and Angel-Summoning Magick Spells**
- **The alt.magick Reference File of Names of Demons to use in Invocatory Magic Spells**
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"An’ it harm none, do what thou wilt"

I cannot be held responsible for the results encountered when using any form of Magick. It is up to the practitioner to follow all precautions.